We show that voltage offsets in the polarization-voltage characteristics of Pb(Zr,Ti) 
L. Introduction
Non-volatile memories based on ferroelectric (FE) capacitors show much promise because they exhibit a spontaneous polarization that can be reversed by an electric field. One sign of the polarization can be used to store a "l'!, while the other sign can be used to store a "0" [1] . The realization of FE non-volatile memories is hampered to some extent because of degradation mechanisms known as fatigue and imprint. Nowadays, fatigue, which is the loss of switchable polarization with repeated polarization reversals, is the better understood [2, 3] of the mechimisms and can be essentially overcome by using oxide electrode materiab [a] .
On the other hand, imprint is significantly less understood and ill-defined. It is the purpose of this paper to better define, understand, ffid describe how to overcome imprint. 
€0 Vottage
The larger voltage shifts obtained by the bias/treat combinations are attributed to the role of aligned defect-dipoles which will enhance the net polarization. The defect-dipole component of the polarization, Pp, is due to a volumetic distribution of aligned defect-dipole complexes in the material [6, 7] . Some common defect-dipole complexes in the PZT system might be lead vacancy-oxygen vacancy (Vp u"-Vo") complexes. The portion of this work performed at SNL was supported by the US DOE under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000 and by ARPA (NCAICM). The UM work is supported by ARPA through Bellcore.
